MISSION BRIEFING

This briefing has been prepared for you so that you will become aware of the nature of the mission you are about to embark upon. Consider the contents carefully. If you decide to opt out, inform your superior and appropriate action will be taken. Once you have signed the contract indicating that you have read and understood this document you will be processed and shipped out immediately. There is no turning back once you have committed. Choose wisely.

OPERATION 'TRANSFORMATION'

Just before deployment, you will undergo complete memory wipe. All conscience knowledge of Homeland origin, Mission Control and any relationship you have with High Command will be removed. You will be inserted into enemy territory completely ignorant.

You will be issued a human body, in larval form. You will be slapped on the buttocks in the first moments of arrival. This will signify that Phase 1 has begun.

PHASE 1 - INSERTION

You will be completely helpless for several years. Consequently, you will accept whatever provision that is made available and endure whatever attempts at nurturing others come up with. You will have no input as to who these people will be or if they will be competent at all. They may be DI, (Deployed Ignorants) or CA, (Confirmed Agents). Whatever they decide to provide for you will be at the discretion of their own compassion and conscience.

Note: You, are considered DI at this point.

You are expected to survive as best you can until you are able to fend for yourself. You are expected to gather as much practical knowledge about survival from your parents (if you have any), from other strangers and from experience. Due to your ignorance during this pre-developmental state, you will commit many acts of stupidity that will burden your conscience for years. These emotional sandbags will cause great suffering but they will aid in the development of your survival skills. This world is dangerous. Some of you will not survive. High Command is not willing that there would be any losses but recognizes some casualties are inevitable. Do not waste time. Acquire the necessary skills and endurance to sustain life and survive.

If you survive to the checkpoint of accountable self awareness, you will enter Phase 2.

PHASE 2 - DISCOVERY

You must discover the nature of your mission. Since you are a DI,(Deployed Ignorant) you may not even know that there is a mission. Your Phase 1 nurturers may or may not have informed you during your larval phase. Even if they did, the knowledge they provided will be nearly useless due to the infantile nature of your understanding. Phase 2 self awareness will begin to make this information accessible.
Acts of extreme stupidity will hemorrhage from your mind during this transitional period. Some of these acts may drop to the level of outright evil. Though you were inserted into this environment a moron, you are in packing extremely powerful tools and equipment. Your destructive potential is formidable. Consequently, while you remain a moron, you will create mayhem for all within your blast radius. This will create additional guilt sandbags for you to carry. Do not dismay. Mission Control is aware of this possibility. High Command will use every circumstance, action, and random event to orchestrate the success of your mission if you achieve the status of Confirmed Agent. You can not out-pace High Command's capacity for restoration with your potential for idiotic destruction. Become a Confirmed Agent as soon as possible so you can limit the destruction you are causing for others around you. Moronic behavior will begin to fall away.

You begin this deployment a fool. Seek wisdom. Truth is encrypted. Mission awareness will not be handed to you. You must seek it. Even if it were presented plainly before you, you would not see it unless you are seeking it. Your struggle to seek this information is integral to the development of your mission skills. Difficulty creates strength. Information about your mission has been pre-planted in the ambient environment, but beware, vast amounts of dis-information have been planted by the enemy as well. You must discern the difference and appropriate the valid information to discover your mission. Appropriation of dis-information will result in delusion, delayed competency, possible mission failure and ultimately, termination.

Confirmed Agent Operatives will be looking for you. They may be disguised and under cover. Do not be put off by the nature of their disguise. Many of them are implementing repulsive strategic camouflage, or 'Ghillie' suits, so they may move undetected and unhindered in-country as they seek out mission team members. Mission information these operatives offer will conflict with dis-information you have encountered and this will cause a crisis. Your judgement will be tested. You will enter the Crucible of Decision. You must choose between light and darkness, clarity and delusion. The decision you make at this checkpoint is critical. If you breakthrough to reality, you will inform High Command of your allegiance and you will receive further orders. You will then be considered a CA, a Confirmed Agent. If you do not achieve truthful clarity, you will remain stuck in delusion until you either find reality or are ultimately terminated. Many of you will not survive this checkpoint. If you do, you will enter Phase 3.

PHASE 3. -TEAM FORMATION

You must join a Confirmed Agent (CA) cell (a Church) and learn to work on mission objectives as a cohesive unit. You will be supplied with a mission handbook which will provide detailed information and further instructions. This manual is critical. It will seem cryptic at first but persist in absorbing its information. Understanding will follow disciplined application. You must establish consistent contact with High Command utilizing your personal Prayer Umbilical. Communications will also be cryptic at first. Persist. Communicating with confidence is critical. Fabricate this confidence from experience. In other words, Just Do It. Communications will improve with practice.
Be advised: You will not get along with every CA you encounter. That's putting it lightly. Friction with incompatible personalities is inevitable. This is intentional, otherwise you and your fellow CAs would all clump together in one easily targeted mass. Irritation will force you to spread out and find a cell you can work with. You are not required to like each other. You are required to love one another, even if it has to be from a distance. Work as a team with the cell you join. Care for team members and inform High Command of any shortage of support. Improve each other's skills. Provoke one another to excellence. Strive to act with one another with good will in the highest tradition of your Homeland. Enter Phase 4.

PHASE 4 - OPERATIONS

Your Prime Directive is to inform Deployed Ignorants, (DIs) of the truth. Seek them out. Rescue them. Take responsibility for them on behalf of High Command. Activate their faith and assimilate them into your team. You can attract them with genuine acts of kindness and compassion. Be a force for good. Guide and mentor these new CAs to realize their full potential.

Beware, disingenuous, obsequious and patronizing attempts at brainwashing will be sniffed out by DIs and your cover will be blown. DIs are ignorant, not stupid. Respect them. They come from the same homeland you came from. Utilize Tactical Compassion. They will not care what you know, unless they know you care.

The transformation of DIs to CAs is often messy. Many new CAs may be infected with disinformation and residual insanity. Relieve them of their ignorance if possible so they may be assimilated into the mission. If this proves impossible at the time, inform High Command and request assistance. Your request will be evaluated and appropriate actions will be taken. Beware. Association with the infected is dangerous. Take precaution to inoculate yourself with truth. This will enable you to relate to and restore infected team members without becoming infected yourself.

The enemy is also actively seeking recruits (and defectors). You will know enemy recruiters by the flamboyant, peacocking displays of social acceptance they favor. Resist them with Truth. Truth is kryptonite to the enemy. They can not endure it. If they cannot recruit you, they will attempt to destroy you. Do not fear. Once you are a Confirmed Agent, you will have limited invincibility. Enemy agents can affect your circumstances but can not cause termination. Only High Command may recall an operative and terminate their mission. Therefore, act with boldness and confidence. Only Mission Control can decide when your mission is complete. Seize the Day!

When fully engaged in operations, you will enter Phase 5.

PHASE 5- ENDURANCE

Once on mission, you will persist in your operations relying on support from team members and supply drops from High Command. Do not expect this support to be consistent or reliable. This inconsistency is intentional. Mission Control expects you to learn to adapt to changing circumstances and improvise.
Maintain and strengthen the prayer umbilical with High Command. Improved communications will result in greater supply and support from Mission Control and greater effectiveness for your operations. Through prayer, you will become reacquainted with and bonded to High Command. Information and training for the prepackaged equipment that was loaded with you at insertion will become accessible. Learn to use your equipment. Keep it locked and loaded. It is there for a reason.

You will experience strange circumstances, be required to do seemingly pointless things and endure ridiculous stresses that you will not understand. Do not dismay. The point of many of life's confusing events will not be resolved during your deployment. They will have relevance in the next life, the REAL life. These crucibles are moments when High Command is downloading and installing equipment in you that will be useful at another time. These experiences are annoying, but necessary and will have profound relevance in future deployments. Trust High Command. Mission Control will monitor your vital signs and will not exceed your load bearing capability. Difficulty Produces Strength.

There will always be difficulty. Embrace it. Recalibrate your operational paradigm. You are not native to this world, it is only a training ground. High Command does not intend to save this world, only the people in it. The point of this life is not to get it right, it's to get out of it right. This world is considered expendable and will be replaced so there is no point in investing in it. You will realize soon that this life experience is about preparation and that the next life is not about retirement, it is about fulfillment. So keep your eye on the prize.

Maintain operations until your physical body has exhausted it's usefulness. When you reach the limit Mission Control has established, your body will cease functioning and you will be extracted. Do not fret over this loss. The body issued to you is expendable. You will be issued a new, permanent replacement upon extraction.

MISSION TERMINATION
DEBRIEFING

Upon extraction, your performance record will be evaluated and you will graduate from Advanced Training Boot Camp with all the privileges and responsibilities of the rank of Mission Specialist. You will be intimately bonded to High Command as a member of the Elite. You will be qualified in these basic skills:

Creativity
Improvisation
Tactical Aggression
Tactical Compassion
Tactical Mercy
Wisdom
Endurance
Loyalty
Patience
Determination
Faith
Love

These skills will have been supplemented by the custom installations you received during deployment. You will be Transformed. You will be Elite. You will be Useful. You will be Loved.

Permanent deployment will commence immediately.

Once you have read a this briefing and agreed to undergo this process, sign the contract page and return the document to your superior.

Welcome to the Outfit